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To solve the problem of integrating and fusing scattered and heterogeneous data in the process of data space construction, we propose a novel entity association relationship modeling approach driven by dynamic detecting probes. By deploying acquisition units between the business logic layer and data access layer of different applications and dynamically collecting key information such as global data structure, related data, and access logs, the entity association model for enterprise data space is constructed from three levels: schema, instance, and log. At the schema association level, a multidimensional similarity discrimination algorithm combined with semantic analysis is used to achieve the rapid fusion of similar entities; at the instance association level, a combination of feature vector-based similarity analysis and deep learning is used to complete the association matching of different entities for structured data such as numeric and character data and unstructured data such as long text data; at the log association level, the association between different entities and attributes is established by analyzing the equivalence relationships in the data access logs. In addition, to address the uncertainty problem in the association construction process, a fuzzy logic-based inference model is applied to obtain the final entity association construction scheme.

1. Introduction

Data become an important resource in the information era. For different application scenarios, data can be stored in either centralized or distributed environment. It becomes particularly important to discover the association and correlation among heterogenous data source from multiple domains [1, 2]. After data are collected intensively, there are problems such as low sharing of original information, disconnection between information, and business processes and applications, which can easily lead to the formation of information silos [3]. In particular, the IoT industry requires huge technical data support to realize the procedural industrial processes and technologies, such as the construction of smart cities. This needs to solve the problem of information silos to achieve data sharing and fusion of centrally collected data under the premise of ensuring data security [4, 5]. To explore the correlation between data, some enterprises have started to build data space to integrate the data collected centrally, to eliminate information silos.

From the early days of data warehouses, data lakes, to the today’s data fabric and data space systems, connecting data entities plays a vital role in data analysis. In the past, data association operations usually required cooperation between business-related personnel and database administrators to complete, which usually meant a lot of labor, material, and time, and its scalability was poor, and once the data changed, the data association information needed to be generated again. There is also a lot of research in academia on how to generate correlation information between data quickly and accurately. Current research results mainly focus on discovering associations between entities or attributes through the semantic matching of dictionaries or semantic libraries, using data representation, or content similarity judgments [6], and then using plain Bayesian learning algorithms to calculate the probability of similarity between data. Many of
these methods have poor generalizability, slow response, and low accuracy when attempting to discover the existence of associations from a large amount of data.

In this paper, we propose a new approach to discover entity association relationships in big data. First, this approach obtains business logic information and database data through dynamic probes deployed between the business logic layer and data access layer of different systems. Then, it portrays the similarity degree among entities in three dimensions, schema, instance, and log and gives the similarity values among entities in these different dimensions. Finally, based on the fuzzy logic inference method [7, 8], the similarity values among entities in different dimensions are converted into normalized values that can be uniformly measured to obtain the best matching results of entity association. Thus, heterogeneous data from multiple source databases are integrated into a comprehensive enterprise data space through entity matching.

2. Related Work

In academic research, entity association is mainly divided into two types: schema matching [9] and instance analysis [10]. Schema matching extracts structural features from data sources as metadata and analyzes them to achieve association matching between data with fewer resources; matching based on instance analysis analyzes the data itself to obtain matching information, which usually consumes more resources but can obtain more accurate and comprehensive analysis results.

For schema matching academic research [11], Gomes dos Reis et al. used Structured Query Language (SQL) to extract features such as the name of the database, name of the schema, and type of column as metadata sets from each selected dataset. Then, they joined all metadata from each dataset into a metadata database. Finally, the correlation between the metadata was calculated by different methods to establish an association between the source data.

In addition to building a database through metadata [12], Berlin et al. use plain Bayesian learning to populate the attribute dictionary with example values provided by domain experts. To make efficient use of the attribute fields stored in the database, they employ statistical feature selection techniques to learn an efficient representation of the examples. With some columns of operations, the optimization process, which is based on a minimum cost maximum flow network algorithm, finds the overall optimal match between the two customer schemas based on the sum of the individual attribute matching scores.

For the ontology semantic similarity problem in schema matching, Meng et al. [13] studied the semantic similarity model based on distance, information content, and attributes and discovered that converting words to concept words in ontologies and performing semantic similarity calculations that can deliver the precise and effective measurement of targeted ontology semantics in a domain, which improves the accuracy of ontology semantic analysis in schema matching.

We can find that schema matching can effectively distinguish the association between data according to the analyzed information when processing a small amount of data, and the processing speed does not change significantly with the change of data volume because the analyzed elements are fixed, and the association matching between data can be achieved with less resources. However, when the amount of data grows exponentially, the probability that model information of different categories of data is similar or identical increases sharply because the amount of pattern information is certain, leading to a weakening of the differentiation effect of pattern matching analysis data.

In academic research on instance analysis, the preprocessing that mines associations between data include categorized data. For example, for the data conflict problem in data fusion, in [14], the conflict can be divided into two categories: uncertain conflict and contradictory conflict, and then the duplicate data of the same representation are fused, thus solving problems such as the possible conflict between different values for the same attribute. Reference [15] proposes that solutions such as name and description matching in schema matching can be used for element-level instance analysis. Addressing the problem of different data types in instances, the authors in [16, 17] propose an approach for classifying instance data and present a systematic theoretical framework for establishing data associations for different classes of data. Instance analysis can maintain a better differentiation of data fusion when dealing with large amounts of data, but this often takes a long analysis time. In addition, instance analysis often takes a lot of time and operational resources to correct data association relationships when data change, especially when new data are added.

Academics are also studying the integration of deep learning with logs, for example, using deep learning to replace statistical methods in logs that portray associations between users and certain types of items or certain things. Mohanty et al. [18] cleaned the web log files collected by the IoT, built user profiles, saved similar information, and proposed a recommendation system based on rough fuzzy clustering to recommend e-commerce shopping sites to users. The logs contain correlations among the data, but they are generated by manipulating the data, and only part of the data are involved compared to the overall data, leading to a lack of completeness, and their analysis is unable to explore the correlations that exist in all the data. In this paper, we offer a proposal for extracting the data association information in logs and using it as a basis for matching entity associations in multisource data to construct entity associations in enterprise data space; this approach builds on the feature that logs contain association information between data [19].

The constantly increasing amount of data accumulating in the development of enterprises leads to an increasing size and number of categories of data, and methods such as schema matching, instance analysis, and log mining to analyze data from a single dimension may have problems such as not making full use of the diversity of data or incomplete analysis. Addressing the above issues, this paper analyzes the data from multiple dimensions by integrating schemas, instances, and logs to make full use of the diversity of data to establish entity associations.
3. Our Customized Framework

The entity association model in Figure 1 shows the mapping relationship between multiple sources of data from different departments in the enterprise business system and the data space. According to the multidimensional analysis framework proposed in this paper, normalized similarity values between data that can be compared are obtained to establish the association relationship between entities. As shown in Figure 1, $R_1$ indicates a similarity value of 1 between its associated entities $a_{13}$ and $n_{11}$.

In the middle of the business logic layer and data access layer of each business system, such as enterprise resource planning (ERP), customer relationship management (CRM), and software configuration management (SCM), we deploy probes to obtain data. Then, the business logic layer of the data is stored as logs, and the rest of the data are stored in a relational database. To overcome the problems of large size and a variety of data types, the model preclassifies the data based on their characteristics and nature, which improves the data processing and increases the accuracy of matching between entities. The structure and content of the data are divided into two categories: schema and instance, while logs as a carrier of business logic are grouped into a separate category. The similarity values between the data are analyzed and calculated in three dimensions: schema, instance, and log. The schema matching analysis includes both attribute names and constraints, and the instance analysis is divided into three analysis methods according to data type: numeric, character, and long text. Based on the attribute association information contained in SQL, the log analysis calculates the similarity values among the data. Finally, based on the fuzzy logic analyzer, a normalization calculation is performed based on similar values for the data in different dimensions to obtain the effective association values in the data space. The corresponding schema is shown in Figure 2.

3.1. Schema Similarity Model. Many different databases are developed by database designers to fit application scenarios, naming conventions, and other factors, but database designs generally contain table and field names, table structures, and data types. As such, the attribute names and constraints of the schema information in the database are extracted as the analysis content of the schema similarity model to measure the similarity between the data.

3.1.1. Name of Attribute. Attribute name analysis is divided into two types: plain text similarity and text semantic similarity analysis. The text similarity between attribute names is calculated by the edit distance algorithm, and text semantic similarity is calculated through a semantic library.

Edit distance is a way of quantifying how similar two strings are; it takes two words $w_1$ and $w_2$ and finds the minimum number of operations required to convert $w_1$ to $w_2$. The plain text similarity value is defined according to the minimum number of edits, as shown in the following equation:

$$S_{\text{plain}}(w_1, w_2) = 1 - \frac{D(w_1, w_2)}{\text{Max}(l_1, l_2)}$$

(1)

where $l_1$ and $l_2$ are the character lengths of $w_1$ and $w_2$ and $D$ is the edit distance of $w_1$ and $w_2$.

Different expressions may be used for the description of the same entity. For example, if the information of an upstream company is recorded in the enterprise database, its attribute name can be named CompanyID and SupplierID based on different scenarios. To address the fact that plain text analysis cannot resolve the semantics between words, a semantic-based similarity analysis method is proposed. In particular, a tree semantic hierarchy is established for the attribute names, as shown in Figure 3, and the similarity between words is calculated by the corresponding positions of the attribute names in the tree diagram.

Therefore, the equation calculating the semantic-based similarity is

$$S_{\text{sema}}(w_1, w_2) = \frac{2H}{N_1 + N_2 + 2H}$$

(2)

where $N_1$ and $N_2$ denote the shortest paths from words $w_1$ and $w_2$ to the nearest common parent word $w$, respectively, and $H$ denotes the shortest path from $w$ to the root node.

$S_{\text{name}}$ is defined as the maximum of the plain text similarity and the semantic similarity of the text, as shown in the following equation:

$$S_{\text{name}} = \text{Max}(S_{\text{plain}}, S_{\text{sema}}).$$

(3)

3.1.2. Constraint. Designers follow certain principles when programming columns in a database, such as the appropriate data type and whether it is empty. The representative constraints selected from these rules can be used to explore the similarity among columns. Constraints listed in Table 1 are extracted as features: type of each column, if the column is a primary or foreign key or not if the column has constraint of null or not null if the column has comments.

In the following equation, we assume that the two columns requiring constraint similarity discrimination are $A$ and $B$, and $a_i$ and $b_i$ are the values of the $i$th candidate constraint corresponding to the attributes of the two columns, respectively, such that

$$v_i = \begin{cases} 1 & a_i = b_i \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases},$$

(4)

where $n$ is the number of candidate constraints. Therefore, the attribute constraint similarity between column $A$ and column $B$ is calculated by

$$S_{\text{constraint}}(A, B) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} v_i}{n}.$$
3.1.3. Schema Similarity. \( S_{\text{schema}} \) includes attribute names and constraint analysis of similar values by weighting, as shown in the following equation:

\[
S_{\text{schema}} = \alpha S_{\text{name}} + (1 - \alpha) S_{\text{cons}} \quad (\alpha \in [0, 1]).
\]

3.2. Instance Similarity Model. Since there are similarity trends in datasets representing similar entities, such as value intervals, extreme values, and keywords. Similarity relationships between data can be established by the main content of the dataset. It is obvious that data categories have distinctive features of a dataset, and differences in data categories lead to variability in the attributes chosen to characterize the dataset. Establishing differentiated feature extraction schemes for different classes of datasets can improve the accuracy of data association matching. The data
types in the database are categorized, and different categories of data correspond to different processing schemes; generally, if the data categories are different, there is no similar relationship.

According to the different data types, instance analysis can be divided into the following three types: numeric, character, and long text. The numeric type refers to the exact numeric data type and the approximate numeric data types in Table 2. The string data types are divided into two categories, character, and long text, according to the length of the text. After classifying and clustering the data, the similarities between the data are analyzed according to the process shown in Figure 4.

3.2.1. Number. For scalar data, the similarity between columns can be evaluated from the perspective of numerical distribution, e.g., the median, mean, variance and etc. In order to reflect the characteristics of numerical scalars from different aspects, the selection of features is focused on the following three aspects, the maximum and minimum values that can define the range of data, the mean, arithmetic median and plural that reflect the main distribution of data, the sample standard deviation that can reflect the degree of dispersion of data, these indicator elements are not sensitive to the change of data volume and can be used as the feature elements for calculating column similarity, while the number of non-null values and the cumulative sum of the data do not change significantly with the change of data volume, but are not suitable as feature elements. Finally, the feature vector corresponding to each column is calculated, substituted into the cosine similarity formula, and the result is used as the numerical similarity value.

### Table 2: Data type categorization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data type</th>
<th>Members</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exact numeric data type</td>
<td>Smallint, mediumint, int, bigint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approximate numeric data type</td>
<td>Float, double, decimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>String data types</td>
<td>Char, varchar, blob, text</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The autoencoder model calculates similarity, as shown in Algorithm 1. For input, $x$ is divided into a training set and a test set according to a custom scale, $y$ is used as the test set, and $\omega$ is the custom text similarity threshold. On output, $\lambda$ and $\theta$ are the percentages of the test set evaluated as similar. For autoencoder 1, $x$ and $y$ for the input in Algorithm 1 are $\overrightarrow{U}$ in vector space and the test dataset of $\overrightarrow{V}$ in vector space, and the output is $\lambda_1$ and $\theta_1$. For autoencoder 2, $x$ and $y$ for the input in Algorithm 1 are $\overrightarrow{V}$ in vector space and the test dataset of $\overrightarrow{U}$ in vector space, and the output is $\lambda_2$ and $\theta_2$. According to the results obtained from the autoencoder, $S_{\text{long}}$ represents two columns of similar values, as shown in the following equation:

$$S_{\text{long}} = \min\left(\frac{\theta_1}{\lambda_1}, \frac{\theta_2}{\lambda_2}, 1\right).$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

3.3. Log Similarity Model. The business logic layer in the layered architecture mainly packages the attributes and behaviors of entities. Although the representation of entities varies across different business logics and similar entities have similar attributes and behaviors. The SQL commands recorded in the logs contain correlation relationships among columns, which can be used as a basis of analysis for measuring column similarity. The column-to-column similarity can be obtained by counting the number of equivalence relations in the log file.

In the following equation, we assume that $A$ and $B$ are columns in the database, and the log similarity value of columns $A$ and $B$ is calculated by

$$S_{\text{log}} = \frac{N_{\text{ab}}}{N_A + N_B},$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

where $a$ and $b$ are the names of columns $A$ and $B$, $N_a$ and $N_b$ are the number of SQL commands containing $a$ and $b$ in the log, and $N_{\text{ab}}$ is the number of SQL commands containing both $a$ and $b$ in the log.

3.4. Fuzzy Logic Similarity. According to the previous section, the calculation of the data with the proposed model can obtain similar values in three dimensions: pattern, instance, and log, which need to be unified into directly comparable values since similar values on different dimensions are not directly comparable. The methods that can generally be used to convert multidimensional values into a single value are the Delphi method [20], weighted average, and fuzzy logic. Delphi method relies on domain-specific knowledge, and when the data source is not regular, it cannot be well adapted to the data, while weighted average, due to its fixed form, is
more homogeneous for data processing and cannot make full use of the characteristics of the data. In contrast, fuzzy logic can contain expert domain knowledge [21] and its ability to use multiple functions for data fitting when processing data. Its adaptability is relatively good, so fuzzy logic is chosen to normalize the similar values of multiple dimensions.

The similarity values obtained from the above calculation by schema, instance, and log similarity models are processed using fuzzy logic for standardization. While A and B are the columns in the database, the similarity values obtained from the above three-dimensional analysis are substituted into the affiliation function to obtain the affiliation values. The values that meet the fuzzy rules are aggregated according to the rules and defuzzified to obtain a normalized measure of column-to-column similarity. In Figure 6, for example, A and B have similar values of 0.6, 0.7, and 0.8 in the schema, instance, and log dimensions. Through a series of fuzzy operations, the similarity value between A and B is 0.71.

4. Experiment

To verify the feasibility of the proposed framework, this paper uses data from all business systems of a company and stores them in a unified manner. The hardware environment for the experiments is an Intel(R) Xeon(R) Silver 4210 CPU @ 2.20 GHz, 64 GB RAM, and RTX2080Ti. The results are the average of three replicated experiments. The dataset consists of Haier, the upstream and downstream of Haier’s supply chain, and public data set available on the Internet [22]. It mainly includes the following categories: product data, enterprise operation data, value chain data, and external data.
4.1. Data Aggregation Matching Experiments. Data aggregation matching experiment is as follows: the data provided by the suppliers are analyzed for correlations between the data using the model designed in this section, and the data are automatically imported into the summary table (the attributes to be imported and their corresponding partial data need to exist in the summary table in advance). Table 3 shows the matching results of 3000 records in the selected supplier data, respectively, where each row is the matching result information of each supplier. The total number of attributes refers to the total number of data attributes provided by suppliers, the total number of valid attributes refers to the data that can correspond to a column attribute in the summary file, and the total number of correctly associated attributes refers to the number of columns that are correctly integrated into the summary file after matching each supplier’s data through the model. The correct rate is the ratio of the number of correctly associated attributes to the total number of valid attributes.

From the results, we can see that the best performance of data matching accuracy can reach about 89%, which can be well used as an auxiliary tool for data matching, while the analysis of the results of the lower accuracy of data matching for no. 2 reveals that more proprietary names and abbreviations are used in the data provided by its suppliers, and because its business involves relatively single, the content similarity is high, which leads to the low accuracy of pattern matching results in model analysis, thus leading to unsatisfactory results, and the accuracy can be subsequently improved by optimizing the semantic analysis in pattern matching.

4.2. Comparison of Experiments for the Different Solutions of Data Space Entity Association. A certain number of columns are randomly selected as samples from all data, and experiments are conducted using schema matching (see Section 3.1), instance analysis (see Section 3.2), and the fuzzy logic-based model proposed in this paper to compare them in two ways: running time and accuracy.

The Design of Experiment. (1) Runtime with different methods: from a total of 3702 columns, randomly select 400, 600, ..., 2400 columns, 11 groups in total, record the running time of each set of data under the three methods, and repeat the above operation three times. Figure 7(a) shows the average runtime with different methods. (2) Accuracy with different methods: a total of 3702 columns are grouped according to numbers, characters, and long text; and 50 pairs of related columns are randomly selected from each group. 5000, 10000, ..., 55000 rows were selected from the selected columns; 11 groups in total; and the similarity value of each group of data under the above three models was calculated to determine whether the prediction was correct according to the threshold value $w$. The percentage of
correct prediction is calculated, and Figure 7(b) shows the average prediction accuracy of the above three methods.

**Analysis of the Experiment.** Experiments based on the schema take less time, as shown in Figure 7(a). The instance-based method takes significantly more time for the same amount of data due to the comprehensive content analysis, while the method proposed in this paper includes instance analysis but takes less time than the instance-based method because the data are analyzed in categories during the instance analysis.

The accuracy of the schema-based method was highest when the experimental sample was below 600, as seen in Figure 7(b). The method proposed in this paper maintained the highest accuracy after 800 columns, the schema-based method was limited after the data volume was 1400 columns due to the limited analysis elements, and the data matching accuracy decreased due to the increase of homogeneous data caused by easily mismatching events when the data size became larger. Overall, with the increase of data volume, the data matching accuracy of all analysis methods tends to increase, which is due to the fact that, in equal proportion sampling, when the sample is small, the number of similar data corresponding to the suppliers is smaller, which leads to the possibility of mismatching; and when the proportion of sampled data covering the overall data increases, the mismatching situation decreases significantly, and thus the correct rate of data matching gradually increases.

As shown in Figure 7, the proposed method in this paper can obtain a high accuracy rate in a short time with a moderate amount of data.

### 4.3. Long Text Validation Experiments

To study the performance of the autoencoder on the long text case in the instance analysis, two columns of associated long text are selected, and the performance of the model proposed in this paper is observed in different cases by changing the vector dimension.

**The Design of Experiment.** From the existing long text columns, 10 pairs with suitable amount of data and correlation were selected, and the running time and prediction accuracy under long text analysis were recorded by changing their vectorized coding length to 128, 256, 512, and 1024, and the results are shown in Figure 8.

**Analysis of the Experiment.** The higher the dimensionality is, the more time the experiment takes for the same amount of data as shown in Figure 8(a). Figure 8(b) shows that in the case of a small volume of data, if the dimensionality is too high, it will reduce the accuracy. The reason for this performance can be found by analyzing the principle of the autoencoder. The autoencoder model reduces the dimension of data to extract key information, and when the data size is small, the compressed extracted data features in the long text are limited, so the high-dimensional feature vector will be mixed with a large amount of noisy data, which results in a low accuracy rate. As the volume of data increases, more data features can be extracted from long text, and the high-dimensional feature vector can represent the text better and therefore obtain higher accuracy.
5. Conclusion

This paper proposes a hybrid data matching model based on schema, instances, and logs. The model consists of four main components: the front probe to acquire the analysis data, the analysis data, the three-dimensional outputs, and the normalized metric based on fuzzy logic. Experimental results show that the model provided in this paper has better results in terms of accuracy and efficient handling of mass data compared to previous single matching methods based on schema or instances. For further research, the focus is on how to establish a mapping relationship between data and weights and on establishing a guidance scheme for weight assignment to better address the impact of the randomness of multisource heterogeneous data on the accuracy of the results.
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